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Introduction.
It was a summer evening, and I returned home from work. Once I opened the door of my house

and entered, I noticed a tiny thing ran under my work desk like a flash. It startled me until a few

moments later; I remembered I have a pet rabbit in the house.

It was the rabbit that sprinted to hide in her safest place, sensing danger.

Rabbits are prey animals, and they are keen to danger. As time passed by, the rabbit no

longer became scared of me. My little rabbit quickly befriended me and trusted me. And then,

my bunny welcomed me home every time I entered.

Why did all this happen?

It all happened because I became a guardian to her. I took care of her, and I spent time with her

to care for her well being.

In this book, I’ve shared everything that I’ve learned to help raise a happy and healthy rabbit,

and to become a good rabbit guardian.

In your journey, you will learn how to go beyond just being a rabbit owner by learning how to be

a trusted guardian for your rabbit.

Each chapter in this e-book focuses on the different aspects required to take good care of

rabbits. Rabbits are cute, and cuddly animals. however they are amongst some of the most

abandoned pets today.

So before you adopt a pet rabbit, read this book and follow all of the instructions in each chapter

to help raise your bunny friend over the next decade.

Every chapter of this book is essential to maintain the excellent health of rabbits.

The better you take care of your rabbits, the longer they will remain by your side.

The healthier your pet bunnies are, the more they will enjoy your company.
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This book is for new rabbit owners or anyone who intends to adopt pet rabbits in the future.

Before adopting a rabbit, learn the basics of rabbit caring and the responsibility along with it. As

well as the things that make rabbits sick and the impact from not maintaining good hygiene for

rabbits in their living environment and their lifestyle.
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Chapter 1: Adult or Young? Male or Female?

You are excited about buying a pet rabbit and bringing them home. Well, everyone is before

adopting any pet! There is nothing wrong with that. Excitement for adopting a pet is a good sign.

It shows that the person can potentially be a caring guardian.

Except, once you enter the pet store, you see so many animals and can't decide which to

choose.

It is challenging to choose from different sizes, numerous breeds, ages, and gender.
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Remember this, favoring a rabbit according to their color, is not the appropriate way to adopt

one.

You must consider the following before going to get your pet rabbit.

● How many pet rabbits are you going to adopt?

● What genders are you going to adopt?

● Will you buy young rabbits or adopt older ones?

Figure out the answer to these three questions beforehand. It will remove all the confusion

furthermore once you are in the pet store. If you can't answer the questions, the following

paragraphs will aid you in finding the answer.

How many pet rabbits are you going to adopt?
The first question all potential rabbit guardians have in their mind is:

● Can rabbits stay alone?

● Do they need to live in pairs?

You will have this question because rabbits are not a favorite pet like dogs or cats. And

traditionally, dogs can live alone. Dogs don't need to live in pairs. While you see dogs living

happily in almost every household today with their guardian may bring such questions.

Nevertheless, with the tiny size of rabbits, potential rabbit guardians are confused.

Is it possible to keep one pet rabbit or rabbits that need a rabbit companion?

Perhaps you are thinking right now “You can be your rabbit’s best companion.”

It is TRUE. You can be your rabbit's companion. However, it is best to buy two pet rabbits.

Buying two pet rabbits will be beneficial for you in the long run. By having a couple of rabbits,

you will not have to bother about spending too much time with your pets.

Even if you are busy at work, your bunny will have a companion to share their time. And there

are occasions when a bunny requires a friend, and a rabbit guardian cannot replace that.
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Especially if you are living in a cold country, your rabbit will often need someone to share their

body warmth.

Although you keep your rabbits indoors or in a warm place during the winter season, your bunny

will enjoy the warmth and love of another bunny. So I suppose now you have a slight idea of

how many bunnies you must adopt.

For anyone who still doesn't know how many pet rabbits are better, I suggest you get a pair of

rabbits.

Which genders are you going to pick?
I understand it is normal for rabbit guardians to select one male rabbit and one female rabbit.

But it is common for people to adopt two rabbits of the same gender. I think it is not wrong to

bring home two rabbits of the same gender. There will be almost no obstacles bonding rabbits of

the same gender.

Two male rabbits can bond, likewise bonding two female rabbits is not an issue either.

Accordingly, if you decide to buy rabbits of the same gender, you can. But I always recommend

everyone to buy a pair of rabbits of which:

● One of them must be a male;

● The other must be a female.

A pair of rabbits and from the opposite gender will have the best bonding.

I suppose you have heard that rabbits breed very fast. That might be your primary concern

about the subject. When I told you about adopting a male and a female rabbit, I already

resolved the issue by desexing the rabbits before bonding.

Neutering and spaying rabbits is not only a way to prevent them from breeding, but it is also

essential for keeping any rabbits vigorous health. You will know why desexing pet rabbits is

crucial in the later chapters.
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However, you have to wait until the rabbits are old enough to be desexed. Until then, you have

to observe your pet rabbits and keep them separated. What I mean by keeping your rabbits

separated is to retain your rabbits apart from each other until they are spayed and neutered.

Rabbits mate at an early age and can breed quicker than you can imagine. Hence desexing

rabbits once they are old enough is significantly essential. Hence, adopting a male and female

pair will not be an issue for you.

The only trouble you will face is keeping them apart for a while. Which I believe is not a big deal

at all. There are cross cages available for raising rabbits separately, yet they will be close

enough to bond with each other. In chapter 3 of this book, I will discuss about proper bunny

housing and cages.

Will you buy young rabbits or adopt older ones?
Buying younger rabbits or older rabbits is up to you. You can choose whatever you like as long

as they are bonded and are of the opposite gender. Bringing younger rabbits home is ideal. That

is what most new rabbit guardians like to adopt.

I can't tell you about the exact reason, but I suppose people like younger rabbits because they

believe these rabbits will bond with their guardians as they keep growing. But in reality, adopting

younger rabbits and bonding with them from an early age is not very different from bonding with

older rabbits.

Do you know most of the abandoned pet rabbits are older rabbits? Rabbits owners typically

abandon these pets because rabbit owners think the domestic rabbits can survive by

themselves, which is the mistaken idea. House rabbits barely know anything about survival in

the wild.

Older rabbits require love from their human friends as much as the younger ones need.

I do not like to say younger ones are better than older ones, neither do I want to say I prefer

older ones more than younger rabbits. They all are the same to me because I adore rabbits very

much.
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But parenting younger rabbits may seem tiring for someone who is most of the time busy at

work. Younger rabbits are usually very active. Younger rabbits under three years old are more

active than a rabbit, which is over three years old.

I always say:

Everyone willing to adopt house rabbits must pick rabbits depending on which requires more

attention regardless of young or old ones. An abandoned rabbit in the street needs more help

than a young rabbit in a pet store.

It may sound confusing to you, but once you visit a pet store or a rabbit rescue, you will know

what I am trying to say. A smaller rabbit may require more attention than an older one in

numerous ways. If you think you can adopt one young rabbit and one old rabbit, then you might

be asking for trouble.

First of all, considering rabbits are not beginner-friendly pets, and you are still in the process of

learning about becoming a rabbit guardian. Adopting two rabbits of different ages will ignite a

fight in no time.

Bonded rabbits of different ages in the pet store will appear pleasant in the beginning. But you

might be bringing a pair of rabbits that will fight with each other in the future.

Usually, once a young rabbit matures, it grows territorial, and if the rabbit learns to become

territorial, this bonded rabbit may act hostile towards its older counterpart.

Usually, older rabbits are less active. Being less active, the older rabbit will not enjoy the hostility

from the younger rabbit. These two rabbits will fight with each other, and if you fail to notice your

bonded rabbits fighting, you will be responsible for all their injuries.

Therefore if rabbits are your first pet, then buying rabbits of the same age is the best idea.

You may adopt two older rabbits or buy two young rabbits.
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Chapter 2: Pros and Cons of having pet rabbits.

Having pet rabbits in the house is fun, and watching these adorable animals play around is

enjoyable. Though it is fun to own pet rabbits, there are several cons to owning pet rabbits.

Let us start by explaining the pros first.
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Rabbits are self-grooming animals.

By the look of these cuddly animals, it seems they are a spotless furry animal. And it is true.

Rabbits do not need a shower. Rabbits don't have any odor, and they always self-groom to

clean themselves.

As rabbits are odorless, bathing rabbits is entirely unnecessary, and the truth is showering

rabbits is perilous. All rabbits learn to self groom themselves at a very young age. And bonded

rabbits will groom each other to show their affection.

Another interesting fact is that occasionally a rabbit might lick its guardian to show their love

to their parents.

Rabbits can be potty trained.
Similar to most other familiar house pets, rabbits can be litter trained. Litter training a rabbit

takes somewhere between two weeks to a month. Litter trained rabbits will not pee and poo

everywhere.
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A rabbit builds a habit of going to a specific location to use it as their toilet. This habit of going to

a single spot builds up quickly. Sometimes a litter trained rabbit will spray urine here and there

to mark its territory. But no worries, rabbit litter is odorless.

Rabbit waste is odorless.
Rabbits' urine and stool are odorless. But if the rabbit keeper is not cleaning the rabbit habitat

every day, the urine will start to diffuse odor. However, the rabbit poop is dry and diffuses no

smell. Dry rabbit poo is easy to clean. And a litter trained rabbit will rarely poo outside its litter

box.

But keeping the rabbit litter box without cleaning it will diffuse odor, and it is indeed the rabbit

guardians fault.

So what are the cons of having pet rabbits?

It is not ideal to buy bunnies to bond with cats and dogs.
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Buying pet rabbits in a house with cats and dogs does not fit well.

Though rabbits will bond with cats because they have a similar size, it is quite dangerous to

introduce a rabbit with pet dogs.

Nevertheless, both cats and dogs have predatory drives. Being a prey animal, rabbits will feel

safer without predators around them. Yet cats can bond with rabbits, dogs being larger in shape

and size can cause harm to rabbits unintentionally.

If a dog and a rabbit bonds successfully, the dog will try to be playful. But being playful can

cause injuries to the rabbit as they are small and delicate animals. So a dog might hurt a pet

rabbit without any ill intentions.
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Rabbits have a complicated digestive system.
A rabbit's diet is sensitive, and any food out of the ordinary can disrupt a rabbit’s digestive

system. Any wet food can cause rabbits to have diarrhea, and not having plenty of fiber in a

rabbit’s diet causes rabbits to suffer.

A rabbit's diet requires alot of fiber to retain a healthy digestive system. Too much protein in an

adult rabbit's diet is dangerous. And likewise, too many fresh greens are unnecessary.

You can learn more about a rabbit's diet later in Chapter 5.

Veterinary costs for house rabbits are higher compared to regular pets.
The fact that pet rabbits are considered exotic animals, not your regular pet veterinarian can

treat rabbits. For the proper treatment of a sick rabbit, a rabbit guardian must visit a rabbit

veterinarian or at least a vet who specializes in exotic animals.

Searching and locating an exotic pet veterinarian will be costly, and treating rabbits will be

expensive in case of emergency. And it is typical of rabbits to get sick often due to their sensitive

digestive system.

Before adopting a rabbit, consider this cost. You can learn more about rabbit veterinary care in

chapter 11.

Rabbits need ample space.
Rabbits are cute pets, but an unhealthy rabbit is not lively anymore. To keep rabbits in good

healthy shape, they need to have a proper habitat. A proper habitat consists of enough space

where the rabbit can hop and run around.

Without adequate running space, a rabbit will not have sufficient exercise that will result in an

overweight and unhealthy rabbit. Rabbits need space where they can play and run freely.

Keeping rabbits inside a cage is not ideal. Giving them ample time outside the pen and a

running area is essential. That way, you can be an excellent guardian and grow your rabbits

healthfully.
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Chapter 3: Raising rabbits indoors vs raising rabbits outdoors.

Rabbit guardians must keep their rabbits safe. Rabbits are prey animals, and periodically

checking on them is essential to ensure their safety. Frequently checking is only necessary if

someone is raising pets outside.
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Many rabbit guardians choose to keep their rabbits outdoors in a cage. I always advise against

that because these delicate animals require love from their guardian and there is always the

danger of predators for outdoor rabbits.

Raising rabbits outdoors has so many uncertainties. Although kept in a hutch, these rabbits are

vulnerable to varying kinds of predators. A predator might fancy these rabbits and break in the

hutch.

Not only that, rabbits living in outdoor hutches will suffer from different weather conditions.

● In summer, too much heat can cause pet rabbits to have heat stroke.

● During winter, if the temperature is below freezing, these cute animals will undergo harsh

situations too.

● What if it is raining? Rabbits do not like being soaked in water. During heavy rainfall,

your outdoor pet rabbits will suffer.

My suggestion is if you intend to keep your pet rabbits outdoors, please do not get a pet rabbit.

If you leave your pet rabbits outside, you will not be their guardian. You will only contribute to

their suffering.

If you can't keep your rabbits indoors, at least choose a place where your rabbits will not face

harsh weather conditions. You can place the rabbit hutch under a shed or in your garage.

But that is not the only concern. Rabbits need running space. Keeping rabbits in a hutch for a

long time will make rabbits grumpy.

Lack of exercise and inadequate place to stretch, your pet rabbits, will stop being lively.

Eventually, a less lively rabbit will suffer and have health issues.

I always believe the best place to keep your rabbit is indoors. There are tons of rabbit cages you

can find online. But only a pen is not enough. To keep your rabbit indoors, you must construct a

running space for your rabbit.

Using a DIY playpen, you can design an enclosed running space for rabbits. The rabbit cages

door must always be open so that the rabbit can go in and out of the cage freely. And keep the

rabbit restricted in the running space using the playpen.
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With such a structure, the pet rabbits will have a functioning space as well as they can go inside

the cage when they want to sleep. Keeping rabbits indoors and a setup like this will hold the

rabbits safe from predators.

Likewise, rabbits will not suffer due to changes in the weather.

Rabbits living indoors are the happiest bunnies as they have a safe running space to exercise

and play without fear of predators. Therefore if you are a responsible guardian, you must take

all the measures to keep your rabbits safe and happy.
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Chapter 4: How to raise rabbits in a free-range environment?

Growing rabbits indoors is the ideal way. But did you think of keeping rabbits indoors in a

free-range environment?

I will never suggest for someone to keep rabbits in a free-range environment outdoors. No

matter how safe someone thinks their garden is, rabbits are always vulnerable from their

predators in the open.

On the other hand, growing rabbits indoors in a free-range environment is healthy for rabbits. It

is also fun for guardians to watch their bunnies have the whole house as its playground.

There are many precautions one must take before keeping rabbits in a free-range environment,

such as:
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● Litter training rabbits

● Bunny proofing the house

I will discuss how to litter train rabbits and how to bunny proof your house in the next chapters.

This chapter is all about free-range rabbits.

I kept my bunny in a free-range environment, and she loved it.

What I did in the beginning was litter train her. Once she was litter trained, I let her go free in the

house.

But I didn't give her the whole house as her playground initially.

I slowly allowed her to increase her territory by giving her additional space in the course of a few

weeks.

Rabbits love exploring new territories, but too much at once can overwhelm them, and they get

lost.

Once they get lost, they tend to spray urine to mark their new territory.

Thus it is best to slowly release them into more spaces and add new rooms in their territory.

Growing rabbits indoors in a free-range environment is the best way of keeping pet rabbits.

Think of it like any other pet.

Would you enjoy keeping your pet dog or a pet cat out in your patio all day regardless of how

the weather is? I believe not.

Hence keeping bunnies outdoors and locked in a cage forever is almost like torturing these

small animals.

Are you concerned that rabbits will poo all around the house, and your home will stink?

Well, then you must read Chapter 6, which is all about litter training rabbits. But do not skip

chapter 5 because it explains all about a rabbits diet and what to feed pet rabbits.
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Chapter 5: Understanding a house rabbits' diet.

Bringing a pet rabbit home for the first time is a beautiful experience. Watching these adorable

animals stay calm and swiftly move around the house is a relaxing thing to watch.

In no time, guardians fall in love with pet rabbits. Nevertheless, this incredible experience will

not last long if you provide them with the wrong diet.
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Rabbits get sick quickly if they don't have a balanced diet. Statistics say rabbits get mostly ill

due to a poor diet. Yet, a poor diet is not a rabbit's mistake. Unlike wild rabbits, house rabbits do

not have the opportunity to choose their food. Domestic rabbits have a minimal option.

House rabbits have to eat whatever their guardian provides them. Assuming you adopted a very

young rabbit and this young rabbit will accept any food, the guardian feeds them.

It is typical for new rabbit owners to feed their rabbits food which is unpleasant.A pet rabbit

might like a treat, but not all treats are not healthy for rabbits. Sometimes unhealthy treats for

rabbits can become deadly.

So what should a rabbit’s diet consist of?
Regardless of where a rabbit grows, a rabbit's diet must be like this:

● 80%-90% Fresh hay;

● 5%-10% Fresh greens;

● 5%-10% Pellets. The type of pellets that a rabbit must eat depends on the age of the

rabbit. You will learn more about it in the chapters later.

80%-90% hay in a rabbit's diet is essential for their nutrition and their digestive system.

Rabbits are clean animals because they are self-grooming animals like cats. Rabbits

continuously brush themselves and groom the other rabbit in the pair, which is a sign of

affection. Grooming causes the rabbits to swallow fur and form hairballs in their stomach.

Unlike cats, rabbits cannot vomit out the hairballs. Cats usually vomit out the furballs to remove

them from their body.

Rabbits are unable to vomit out the furballs and may get ill if it passes through their digestive

system.

A giant hairball can block a rabbit's digestive system, which could kill the rabbit. Hay in a rabbit's

diet will help remove the fur in their digestive system. Hay is rich in fiber, which will help pass the

fur through the rabbit’s digestive system.

The other reason why a rabbit requires a diet full of hay is to keep their teeth healthy.
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Rabbit's incisors grow throughout their lifetime. The non-stop growth of these incisors can

become painful for rabbits.These incisors can also grow excessively long only if the rabbits don't

continually munch on hay.

Rabbits have a chewing habit. And this chewing habit is not their behavior; it is a practice of

rabbits to keep their incisors in shape. Munching on hay all day long gradually wears off the

incisors and typically saves the tooth in limited size.

Should rabbits fail to chew on hay, they may look for alternative kinds of stuff to keep their teeth

in shape. You may notice your bunnies chewing on wooden furniture and wire cords. To prevent

a rabbit's teeth from growing excessively long and stop them from chewing on household stuff, a

guardian must provide the rabbit with adequate hay.

What I am trying to say is pet rabbits must have access to fresh hay all day long!

Fresh green vegetables: 5%-10%

Your pet rabbit will be pleased to have hay accessible, but it cannot provide rabbits with the

essential nutrients.

Although hay is rich in fiber, it does not contain any nutrition. Due to the drying process, grass

loses all the nourishment it had. Therefore pet rabbits will lack essential minerals and vitamins if

they only depend on hay.

Hay is the primary food in a rabbits' menu, however to prevent nutrition deficiency, a rabbit must

eat fresh greens and vegetables. Vegetables and fresh green leaves contain many necessary

vitamins and minerals for a rabbit's well being.

Thus the excellent health of pet rabbits depends on the vegetables, as well as hay. If a house

rabbit is not consuming sufficient green leaves and vegetables, the rabbit will suffer from

malnutrition. As a result, in a couple of months, the rabbit will become sick.
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Only feeding dry grass to rabbits will dehydrate rabbits; therefore, rabbits always need fresh

drinking water. Fresh green leaves are not an alternative to water, but will help rabbits nourish

their digestive system.

So provide your rabbits with green leaves and fresh vegetables to prevent dehydration and, at

the same time, nutrition deprivation.

Pellets: 5%-10%

Rabbit pellets are a composition of organic matters. From this, we understand that rabbit pellets

are a good source of nutrition.

Rabbits pellets consist of:

● Protein

● Various kinds of protein minerals;

● And vitamins.
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So rabbit pellets play an indispensable role for a rabbit's wellbeing. Rabbit pellets are available

online and in all types of pet stores, making it accessible for rabbit guardians.

Most of the time, rabbit guardians cannot feed their cute rabbits with fresh vegetables. The

guardian may not have access to green leaves and vegetables due to his/her location. But not

providing fresh vegetables will result in malnutrition in the rabbit.

So what can a rabbit guardian do in this kind of circumstance?

That's when rabbit pellets are an excellent alternative to fresh vegetables and green leaves for

pet rabbits. Pellets are a good source of nourishment for rabbits. But feeding a balanced diet of

pellets to pet rabbits and at the same time, fresh vegetables will keep rabbits in excellent health.

So what are the foods a rabbit cannot eat?
Feeding rabbits any food that is rich in carbohydrates is not good for their health. Please avoid

items such as:

● Bread

● Pasta

● Cookies

● Crackers

● Cereal.

This type of carbohydrate enriched food can be fatal for rabbits.

Food that is too sugary is not good for a rabbit's health.

There are many fruits that a rabbit guardian may consider a treat for rabbits.

You will notice how your rabbits love fruits. Fruits are considered treats for rabbits. Yes, you can

treat your rabbits with fruits. But that fruit must be in a limited amount. A tiny bite of banana or

watermelon will not harm your rabbit.

A general rule is to give your pet rabbits treats only a thumb size. Feeding pet rabbits a big

chunk of strawberry can be harmful.
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You may have the impression for a long time that rabbits love carrots. But did you know carrots

can never be a regular vegetable in a rabbit's diet? Carrots are too sugary for rabbits.

Avocado is another fruit that a rabbit must avoid. Avocados are high in fats, and these fats are

poisonous for rabbits.

Different types of nuts may seem like your rabbit's favorite treat; such as:

● Walnuts

● Peanuts

● Cashew

● Almonds

Regardless of which nut your pet rabbits like, you must not feed them any of those. Nuts are

rich in fats and not ideal for a pet rabbit's digestive system. Rabbits usually get so excited to eat

peanuts. No matter how excited your pet rabbit gets, giving them peanuts is a no-no.

Can rabbits can eat all vegetables?

Not all vegetables are suitable for a rabbit's sensitive digestive system.

Vegetables can contribute to bloating in a rabbit's stomach. These vegetables include potatoes

and cauliflower. Feeding potatoes and cauliflower is not only unhealthy but can cause severe

illness in rabbits.

Feeding any kind of dairy product to pet rabbits is dangerous for them. Products include:

● Milk

● Butter

● Ice cream

● Yogurt

A rabbit can have diarrhea from consuming dairy products.

All types of junk food that is unhealthy for any human being are also toxic for rabbits.
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What are the differences in young rabbits’ diet from older

rabbits?
Most rabbit guardians do not know the differences in the foods you feed to younger rabbits vs.

older rabbits. Not knowing the differences and feeding rabbits of all ages, the same hay can be

deadly.

There are also different types of hay to feed young rabbits from older ones.

The difference is not massive and is understandable. Rabbit guardians remember a

straightforward thing, and that will help you feed your pet rabbits the right kind of meals.

Younger rabbits are at a stage where they need more protein in their diet. Having more protein

will allow rabbits to grow their bones and to have calcium will build stronger bones. So rabbit

guardians have to feed these rabbits a diet rich in protein and calcium.

Younger rabbits below seven months old need to have alfalfa hay. Alfalfa hay is rich in protein,

and by now, you know all rabbit's diets require 80%-90% hay, and only alfalfa hay can provide

adequate protein needed for growth.

And as rabbits also need pellets to keep them healthy, rabbit guardians must provide rabbits

below seven months old with alfalfa-based pellets.

At this stage, providing rabbits with any other hay or timothy hay-based pellets will slow down

their growth. On the contrary, rabbits older than seven months old do not need alfalfa hay.

What should you feed rabbits that are over seven months old?

Older rabbits need to have Timothy hay. Timothy hay has less protein and more fiber that help

maintain a smooth digestive system for rabbits. Hay is necessary for rabbits to keep their teeth

in shape and remove hairballs from their stomach. But at this stage of their life, rabbits do not

require excess protein in their body.

Feeding older rabbits hay that has more protein will cause the rabbit to gain weight.
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With excess weight, the rabbit will be unwilling to move and exercise. Without less activity, the

rabbit will gain more weight and eventually become sick.

Older rabbits; diet must contain 80%-90% Timothy hay, which is rich in fiber and contains almost

no protein at all.

Similarly, rabbits over seven months old must consume only Timothy hay-based pellets. Timothy

hay-based pellets will provide the rabbit with all the crucial nutrition for their body and will

prevent them from gaining weight.

There are many brands of Timothy hay-based pellets available in the market, and you can

choose a good one for the safe health of your rabbits.

Why following the instructions for the rabbit diet is essential?

A healthy rabbit is a happy rabbit. And the sight of a happy rabbit will always make the rabbit

guardian relaxed.

Following the instructions and maintain a proper menu to feed rabbits is not a difficult task at all.

Nevertheless, finding a rabbit vet and visiting a vet can become troublesome.

Failure to keep your rabbits well will cost you more. You will have to visit a veterinarian more

often than you may want to.

With rabbits' delicate digestive system, they are prone to various diseases. Common rabbits

diseases such as:

● GI stasis

● Bloating

● Diarrhea occurring due to a poor diet.

Rabbits get sick quickly, and it will be a burden for you to visit the vet. The cost of an exotic pet

veterinarian is pretty costly.

Thus to prevent yourself from all the unnecessary hassles, follow a strict diet for your house

rabbits, and you can expect to have healthy pet rabbits for a very long time.
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Chapter 6: Litter training rabbits.

The most complicated part of having pet rabbits is litter training them. Litter training rabbits takes

time and patience. Fortunately, once a rabbit learns to use the litter box, the rabbit guardian has

to deal with no more mess.

Therefore, it is essential to litter train rabbits at an early age. Teaching rabbits to use the litter

box is merely compelling rabbits to build a new habit.

Rabbits are habitual animals, and as they build a habit of using the litter box, they will always go

to the litter box to use it.

So how do you train a rabbit to use the litter box?
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Any rabbit, regardless of their age, can be trained to use litter boxes. For older rabbits, it may be

tougher to form a new habit. Therefore it is vital to teach rabbits to use a litter box immediately

after you bring them home and when they are still young.

After bringing a new pet rabbit home, you have to observe the pet rabbit for at least a week.

During this period, a rabbit guardian will notice that the rabbit goes to a specific place every time

she needs to use the toilet.

It is common for rabbits to go to a specific corner of their living area to use it as a toilet.

Whether a guardian keeps pet rabbits inside a cage or your rabbits are in a free-range

environment, this behavior of going to the toilet is apparent.

A rabbit living inside an enclosure, will drop all its waste in a specific corner inside the cage.

A rabbit guardian has to recognize that spot as a rabbit's go-to place for excreting.

Considering that it is the favorite spot for your pet rabbits to defecate, place a litter box in that

particular corner.

This spot can be inside a rabbit cage or within the rabbit's running space. After placing a litter

box in your bunnies toilet spot, you will notice your pet rabbit is using the litter box as her toilet.

But what if the rabbit doesn't use the litter box?

Some stubborn rabbits are unwilling to use a litter box, and they will change their location of the

toilet. At this point, the rabbit may find another corner to mind its business.

Firstly, a rabbit must comprehend the litter box as their toilet. Some pet rabbits, not knowing the

use of litter boxes as their toilet, will choose to go to another place for their business. And the

rabbit guardian can correctly assemble the litter box so that the rabbits will recognize where to

go for the toilet.
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How do you choose a toilet for rabbits?

Always choose a larger litter box. Commercial litter boxes made for rabbits are not adequate in

size. It is better to purchase a cat litter box and use it for rabbits. But simply placing a litter box

in a bunny toilet spot will annoy them.

Before placing a litter box, placing some safe rabbit litter for rabbits in the case is essential.

That way, the bunny will grasp the litter box as her toilet spot. You can buy litter from any pet

store.

Always chose paper rabbit bedding and not any other elements. Rabbits tend to chew on its

bedding, and anything other than the recommended litter for rabbits is harmful for rabbits.

Choose Yesterday's news litter, which is best for pet rabbits.

How to set up the litter box

Step 1

Place a paper newspaper at the bottom of the litter box as the first layer. This first layer will

absorb the urine.

Step 2

Put some rabbit bedding by Yesterday's news, which will absorb most of the rabbit waste odor.

This bedding is harmless, even if the rabbit munches on them.

Step 3

Put some Timothy hay on one side of the litter box, or you may consider making a third layer

using the Timothy hay.

The third layer is necessary because rabbits usually spend time on their litter box and munch on

the hay. Without placing feed, the rabbit will munch on the rabbit bedding. If your rabbits are
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younger than seven months, then use Alfalfa hay for the third layer. For adult rabbits, Timothy

hay will do the job.

Step 4

Keep some rabbit waste in the litter box so that the rabbit will immediately recognize the litter

box. Seeing waste matters in the box rabbit will comprehend that it is the potty.

Now, placing the litter box in the specific corner where the rabbit goes to the toilet is best.

That way, the rabbit will go there to the toilet and form a habit of using the litter box.

So how about training the rabbit to use the litter box in a free-range environment. The process

of teaching free-range rabbits to use a litter box is easy.

Rabbits that live in a free-range environment prefer to go to the same spot to do their business.

Typically it is any corner of the house.

So once the rabbit guardian notices that the rabbit goes to a particular corner to drop her load,

the guardian can immediately place a litter box in that corner.

If you follow the steps described above and assemble a proper litter box, the rabbit will know it

is the go-to place for the toilet. That way, a free-range rabbit will build a habit in no time.

However, occasionally you will see pet rabbits will poop here and there—they either poop to

mark their territory or just by mistake.

Some very stubborn rabbits are unwilling to use the litter box, but no worries they can be

trained. Once you see your stubborn rabbit is avoiding the litter box, you have to step in to

discipline your rabbit.

Once you notice your rabbit is not using the litter box and going to the toilet in another corner of

the house, immediately carry your rabbit and place the rabbit in its litter box. After that, wait for

the bunny to finish its business. Once the bunny finishes its job in the litter box, give your rabbit

a gentle pet so that it will know it did an excellent job.
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Doing so every time you notice your rabbit not using the potty, will teach your rabbits that using

the litter box is a must. Disciplining rabbits is not tricky. It requires patience from the rabbit

guardian and keeping an eye on them. Litter training is the most challenging part of becoming a

rabbit guardian, but it is not impossible.

What is the litter training period for rabbits?
Litter training rabbits doesn't take a long time. Any young rabbit will get used to using a litter box

within two weeks. Rabbits are brilliant animals and can adopt any new behavior in a matter of a

fortnight. Sometimes some stubborn bunnies may take longer to form this new habit.

Older bunnies are usually stubborn bunnies. It takes time to form any habit for older rabbits.

Thus it might take more than a month for senior rabbits to learn to use the litter box.

Why is litter training essential?
Litter training is essential because untrained rabbits will spray urine all over the place.

Especially if a rabbit is in a free-range environment, the rabbit will quickly mark its territory.

To mark its territory, it will poop and pee everywhere in the house.

Cleaning all this mess is difficult for any rabbit guardian. And rabbit urine spreads odor if

uncleaned for a while. No rabbit guardian will want a smelly house.

How often should you clean a litter box?
Cleaning the litter box depends on how often your rabbits go to the litter box. If you have more

than two rabbits using the same litter box, then indeed, you need to clean the rabbit litter box

more often than a guardian with only one pet rabbit.

More rabbits using a litter box means the litter box will collect more waste quicker. In such a

case, the litter box requires cleaning every day.

A household with only one pet rabbit does not need cleaning of the litter box as often.

The guardian can clean the litter box twice a week and wash the litter box once a week and

replace all the elements inside the litter box.
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Would you like to buy the complete ebook?

Click here to buy the complete ebook on Rabbitscout.com.
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